
Floralies Internationales - France

In the summer of 2024, Paris will be hosting the Olympic Games for the first time in a

hundred years. With a nod toward this exciting and extraordinary undertaking, the Floralies

Internationales - Nantes Committee is proud to announce that the 13th edition of our

renowned flower show will evoke the theme « Flower games ».

Keeping this theme in mind, professional partners, knowledgeable amateurs, and institutional

partners from around the world will be invited to use their expertise and best efforts in

creating displays that use an abundance of varieties and creative sources. Each exhibit should

illustrate a popular game native to each participant’s country.

Intellectual games, physical games, childhood games, garden games, water games

Selected Theme 

An integral part of all cultures, games are one of the oldest forms of social interaction among

humans. They capture the perspectives and ideas of cultures around the world while

enriching future generations. A true source of energy and positivity, games encourage us to

challenge and improve ourselves.
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Located between Nantes and La Roche-sur-Yon,
the estate’s bucolic setting exudes a peaceful
soothing energy that allows one to be as close
to nature as possible, thus offering an
unforgettable and authentic experience. The
beauty of the location is enhanced by the
residence, an 18th century architectural treasure
designated as an historical monument. 

This unique environment contains a park of over
118 acres dotted with inviting paths, hedge-lined
meadows, thick woods, delightful orchards, and
enticing labyrinths. A bridle path with a
remarkable view can also be found on the
property.  Immersion in this inspirational, lush
landscape of multiple elevations, indeed a
splendid green theater, will enable the
participants to express their creativity and
showcase their talents in spectacular and
diverse ornamental and floral displays. 

This large, ambitious, and far-reaching project is
fully supported by the Vendee Developmental
Council and its President, Alain Leboeuf.

Le Domaine de la Chabotterie

 

Build from 18th century, the

representative dwelling of the

Bas-Poitevin has a park that

makes the site beautiful. 

In order to honor the symbolism of our new theme’s origin, the Floralies Internationales -

Nantes Committee realized the 2024 show would require a natural setting of expansive

spaces to provide dimension to the ornamental and floral exhibits. Looking boldly to the

future, the Committee decided to choose The « Domaine de la Chabotterie » situated just

south of Nantes in the Vendee department.

The 13th edition of the Floralies Internationales - France, an incredible adventure for all,

will undoubtedly flourish in perfect harmony with nature in its new idyllic setting, one

replete with unusual and undeniable charm. 

30 minutes from Nantes, 20

minutes from La Roche-sur-

Yon and 15 minutes from the

Montaigu SNCF train station

Parking 

Address : Logis de La

Chabotterie - Saint-Sulpice-le-

Verdon, 85260 Montréverd

Access

Exceptional Site

« The Chabotterie Estate», 

Near Nantes 
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